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Summary description of the key features of the tool (developed and/or implemented)  

When starting a new energy cooperative for renewable energy projects, the problem is often how to 

judge different projects and investment possibilities. This tool gives a strong indication on how high 

the quality of the specific project is. 

 

The delivered Tool 2 (D.T2.2.2) was created in an EU-wide cooperation and therefore is now a very 

good tool to get a first feeling for PV-projects worldwide. Input was given from every project partner 

on different levels and intensities. 

 

The key features are: 

• Overview of Key Performance Indicators (KPI) of a PV project 

• Full integration of citizen involvement parameters 

• Easy to fill out for people with basic experience 

• Consideration of soft success factors, especially regarding citizen involvement 

• Different revenue models for EU-wide usage 

• Different financing models for EU-wide usage 

• Implementation of possible Flip Years 

• Guidance for calculating rough costs without deeper project knowledge 

• Excel-based and possibility of further development or individualization 

• Different graphs to visualize the KPIs, e.g.: 

o Annual kWh Generation 

o Annual Revenues 

o Sales Revenues 

o Loan Payments 

Version 1 



 

 

 

 

o Annual Expenses 

o Returns 

o Cash-Flow 

o IRR 

 

In addition to the Excel-based calculation file a text-file was created as a manual for the usage of the 

tool. With this help everybody should be able to use the tool. In this text is also password to be able 

to edit all of the cells. 

 

It will be tested in the future and in WPT3 of ENES-CE. Also, it was checked with already existing 

projects on credibility. 

 

To sum it up, the tool is a comprehensive, versatile tool for the initial analysis of potential 

photovoltaic projects. This can now be used in the pilot actions and if applicable improved 

furthermore. It would be welcome if it is continuously developed and used in different countries. For 

this Excel was a good choice. 

 

NUTS region(s) where the tool has been developed and/or implemented (relevant NUTS 

level) 

The tool was developed in cooperation of the following NUTS regions: 

• DE21J 

• ITH58 

• HR046 

• HU101 

• PL314 

• SI012 

 

It has been checked especially with already existing projects in DE21J. 

 

Expected impact and benefits of the tool for the concerned territories and target groups 

The tool will be spread through online media. Used will be the project website as well as the national 

project partners. The goal is to distribute the tool as widely as possible and make it accessible to as 

many people as possible. In addition, it will be spread through the projects newsletter to get further 

attention. 

 

Furthermore, it will help the users to assess projects faster and in a more efficient way. So, in the end 

it will help European partners to increase the usage of renewables overall because they are getting more 

accessible to everyone. One of the most important aspects along that project development is the citizen 

involvement. Therefore, the focus on the “soft factors” will help any project developer this will help 

every project developer to keep the citizens in mind from the beginning. And this will lead to easier 

and faster project implementation. 



 

 

 

 

At the moment this tool has not led to any additional uptake at policy or institutional level. Mainly, 

because this tool has to be used in the future and its impact will then really reveal itself. 

 

Sustainability of the tool and its transferability to other territories and stakeholders 

The tool was designed to be as transferable as possible. This is quite a hard task to fulfill because 

there are loads of different revenues streams, costs and legal aspects throughout the European Union.  

 

Hence, to make the tool applicable for as many countries as possible and under as many circumstances 

(financing scheme, revenue streams, cost structure, experience, usage of electricity) as possible, it 

had to be specified to one energy source. This also makes it easier to maintain. If one would include 

all renewable energy sources, you would need a lot of manpower to keep it up to date. 

 

A lot of flexibility is included in the filling in of the equity structure. This will help to use the tool also 

when regional circumstances change.  

 

In addition, the tool is very sustainable because it is made in Excel. Therefore, it has a very good 

longevity as many people around the European Union have the possibility to design this individually 

and adapt it to their specific application. 

 

Lessons learned from the development/implementation process of the tool and added 

value of transnational cooperation 

One of the most important lessons was the difference between the result in a perfect world and a 

realistic approach. In a perfect world you would be able to use the tool for every single renewable 

energy and country. But when we had a closer look on the creation process it showed up quite clearly 

and quickly, that it is not possible to include all of these features. It would even be hard to create one 

tool for all renewable energies within one country. 

Value through transnational cooperation was definitely added throughout the process, because you are 

able to consider different perspectives and views on the topics. For example for some project partners 

the self-consumption was an important topic and for others not really.  

 

References to relevant deliverables and web-links 

If applicable, pictures or images to be provided as annex 

D.T2.1.1 Analysis of existing support tools for energy planning and previous projects results 

D.T2.1.2 Methodology for a support toolbox to citizens integrated energy planning and financing 

D.T2.2.2 Tool 2: Community energy investment guidelines – technical, business and legal aspects 

https://www.interreg-central.eu/Content.Node/ENES-CE.html 



 

 

 

 

First spreadsheet, where all of the assumptions have to be put in:

 
 



 

 

 

 

Second spreadsheet with the KPIs for a first project assessment:

 



 

 

 

 

Fifth spreadsheet which shows the performance in the “soft factors”:

 



 

 

 

 

Sixth spreadsheet which calculates the KPIs:

 
 

Seventh spreadsheet which calculates the depreciation:

 
 



 

 

 

 

Visualization example 1:

 



 

 

 

 

Visualization example 2:

 
 



 

 

 

 

Visualization example 1:

 

 


